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In [6], we defined an adequate index n(P) for l-dimensional compact connected polyhedron 
P and we showed that Fd o -l(t) s n(P) ~ 1 for any Whitney map w for C(P) and any t E [0, w(P)]. 
In this paper, we show that the similar result is not always true if P is any n-dimensional compact 
connected polyhedron (n z 2). In fact, we show the following: Let P be any n-dimensional 
compact connected polyhedron (n > 2). Let m be any natural number such that m > 2. Then there 
exists a Whitney map w for C(P) such that the m-sphere S’” is homotopically dominated by 
w-‘(t) for some t E (0, w(P)). In particular, Fd g-‘(t) 2 m. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, all spaces are metrizable and all maps are continuous. 
Let X be a continuum with metric d, i.e., a compact metric connected space. By a 
subcontinuum of X we mean a nonempty compact connected subset of X. Let 
C(X) = {A c XI A is a subcontinuum of X}. Then C(X) is a continuum with the 
Hausdorff metric Hd (see [17]). In 1932, .Whitney [22] showed that there always 
exists a map o: C(X)+ [0, w(X)] such that 
(a) w({x}) = 0 for each x E X and 
(b) if A, BE C(X), AC B and A# B, then w(A)<w(B). 
Any such a map is called a Whitney map. The notion of Whitney map is one of the 
most convenient tools in hyperspace theory. We recall Whitney’s construction of 
Whitney maps. Let A E C(X). For each n 2 2, let F,,(A) = {K c Al K #M and the 
cardinality of K is G n}, define A,,: F,,(A) + [0, a) by letting h,,({a,, a,, . . , a,,}) = 
min{d(a,, a,)li#j} for all {a,, a,,.. .,a,}rF,,(A),and let w,(A)=supA,(F,,(A)). 
Then 
w(A)= ; w,(A)/2”-‘. 
n-2 
(*I 
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Every Whitney map is monotone (e.g., see [17]). The continua {w-‘(t) 10 < t < o(X)} 
are called the Whitney continua of X. We may think of the map w as measuring the 
size of a continuum. Note that w-‘(O) is homeomorphic to X and w-‘(w(X)) = {X}. 
Naturally, we are interested in the structure of w-‘(l) (O< t< w(X)). 
In [6], we defined an adequate index n(G) for l-dimensional compact connected 
polyhedron G and showed that Fd K’(t) d n(G) - 1 for any Whitney map w for 
C(G) and t E [0, w(G)]. Naturally, the following question is raised: Let P be a 
compact connected polyhedron. Does there exist a natural number I(P) such that 
Fd w-‘(t) s I(P) for any Whitney map w for C(P) and t E [0, w(P)]? In [18], A. 
Petrus gave a very important example of Whitney map on a 2-cell D2. She proved 
that there exists a Whitney map w for C( D2) such that the 2-sphere S2 is a retract 
of o-‘(t) for some t E (0, w( D’)). This example shows that Fd w-‘(t) 3 2. 
In this paper, we show that the above question always has a negative answer for 
any n-dimensional compact connected polyhedron P (n 2 2). More precisely, we 
show that if P is a n-dimensional compact connected polyhedron (n 2 2), then for 
each m = 2,3,. . , there is a Whitney map w for C(P) sc_h that the m-sphere S” 
is homotopically dominated by w-‘(t) for some t E (0, w(P)). Hence Fd w-‘(t) 2 m. 
The constructions of the Whitney maps are different from that of Petrus. j 
We refer readers to see [ 171 for hyperspace theory and to see [l] for shape theory. 
2. Various types of Whitney maps on a 2-cell D2 
In this section, first we study various types of Whitney maps on a 2-cell 0’. We 
prove the following: 
2.1. Theorem. Let D2 be a 2-cell. Then for each m = 2,3,. . . , there is a Whitney map 
w for C( D2) such that the m-sphere S” is homotopically dominated by w-‘(t) for some 
t E (0, w(D’)). Hence Fd w-‘(t) > m. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following: 
2.2 [6, (2.6)]. Let G = G(m) = IJr’:“=:’ A, (m 2 l), where each A, is an arc from V to 
W and Ai n A, = { V, W} (i Zj). Let w be any Whitney map for C(G) and 
let to=max{w(A,uA2u~~~uA,~,uA,+,u~~~uA,+,)~i=1,2,...,m+1). Then 
w~‘( t) -- S” for t(,~ t < w(G), where S” denotes the m-sphere. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the following sets in the Euclidean 3-dimensional 
space Es: 
D={(.x,y)~E~~x~+y~~l}~ E’c E’, 
S={(x, y)~ DIx2+y2= 1)~ D, 
A={(cosI~,~~~B)ES/O~~~~}CS, 
B={(cos0,sin0)~SIrr~0~2~}cS. 
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Let s>O. Set M, = Sx [0, s]u D x{s}c E3. Let d be the usual Euclidean metric 
for E3. Let D(i), S(i), A(i), B(i), M,(i) (i = 1,2,. . . , m) be copies of 0, S, A, B, 
hfY, respectively. Take isometric homeomorphisms h,: B, x {O}+ Aj+, x (0) (j = 
1,2,. . . , m-l), i.e., d(x, y) = d(hj(x), h,(y)) for x, y E ej x (0). Consider the 
decomposition space 
X, = M,(l) u M(2) u. . . u M(m)/--_, 
fOP top top 
which is obtained by identifying x and h,(x) for each x E B, x (0) (j = 1,2,. . . , rn - l), 
where X Utop Y denotes the topological sum of X and Y. Let 
P: M,(l) u,,, M,(2) u,,, . . . U,,, M,(m) + X, denote the quotient map. Consider 
the following metric p for X, defined by 
p(x, y) = inf I? d(x,, xk+,) x, = x, xy+, = y and xk and xk+, are contained 
k=l 
in somep(M,(i(k)))(l~i(k)~m) for x,yEX,. 
Clearly, X, is a 2-cell. Let G =p(Uy=, S(i)). Let w be the Whitney map for C(X) 
defined by (*) and the metric p. Set 
t,=max{w(C,uC,u~~~uC,_,uC,+,u~~~uC,+,)~i=1,2 ,..., m) 
where C, =p(A,) (i= 1,2,. . . , m) and C,,, =p(B,). 
Then we see that O< to< w(G). Also, it follows from (2.2) that wc;‘( t) = w-‘(t) n 
C(G) is homotopically equivalent to the m-sphere S” for to< t < w(G). Now, we 
shall show that w;‘(t) is homotopically dominated by w-‘(t). Let t,,s t < w(G). 
Choose a sufficiently large positive number s such that if A’E C(X,), A’n G f S 
andA’n T#@,thenw(A’)> r,where T=p(Uy=, D(i)x{s}).SinceC(p(S(i)x{s})) 
isanAR(see[23]),thereisamapr,:p(D(i)x{s})~C(p(S(i)~{s})(i=1,2,...,m) 
such that r,(y)=(y) for each y~p(S(i)x(s)). Let g,:p(S(i)x[O,s])~p(S(i)) be 




{g(x)], if x =P(Y, 4) E p(S(i) x 10, sl), 
g,(r,(x)), if XE p(D(i) x {.YI1. 
Note that r(x) = {x} for each x E G. Also, consider the following function R: w-‘(t) + 
C(G) defined by R(A’)=U{r(a)l UEA’} for A’~w~‘(f). By [ll, (1.2)], R is 
well-defined and continuous. Next, we shall show that w( R(A’)) s w(A’) = t for 
each A’E w-‘(t). Let A’E L’(t). If A’n T = 0, then r(a) is a one point set for each 
a~A’.Notethatp(a,h)~p(r(a),r(b))f or each a, b E A’, which implies that w(A’) 3 
w(R(A’)). If A’n T#& then A’ is contained in some p(M,(i)). Hence R(A’)c 
p(S(i))), which implies that w(R(A’))c w(p(S(i)))c t,,s w(A’). Thus R(w-l(t))= 
w(;‘([O, t]) = 6’ ([0, t]) n C(G). Since G is locally connected, there is a retraction 
R’: w;‘([O, t]) + WC’ (t). Consider the map f = R’R: w-‘(t) + wc;‘( t). Clearly, f is a 
retraction. This completes the proof. 0 
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3. Whitney maps on n-dimensional compact connected polyhedra (n 2 2) 
In this section, we study various types of Whitney maps on n-dimensional compact 
connected polyhedra (n 3 2). First, we show the following: 
3.1. Theorem. Let X be a continuum which contains a 2-cell D’. Then for any natural 
number m 2 2, there is a Whitney map w for C(X) such that the m-sphere S” is 
homotopically dominated by w-‘(t) for some t E (0, w(X)). Hence Fd w-‘(t) 2 m. 
Proof. Let m 22. Let p be the metric for D’ as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. By 
the Hausdorff’s theorem, there is a metric p’ for X which is an extension of p. Let 
r: X+ D2 be a retraction. Consider the following metric p* for X defined by 
P*(x, Y) = max{p’(x, Y), p’(r(x), r(y))> for x, YE X. 
Clearly p* is a metric for X and p* is an extension of p. Note that p*(x, y) > 
p*(r(x), r(y)) for x, y E X. Let w be the Whitney map defined by (*) and the metric 
p*. Then w(A) > w(r(A)) for each AE C(X). By the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, w-‘(t) n C( D2) is a retract of w-‘( t). By Theorem 2.1, we can conclude 
that S” is homotopically dominated by w-‘( t) for some t E (0, w(X)). This completes 
the proof. 0 
Let G(m) =IJz’I”_:’ Ai (m 2 0), where each A, is an arc from V to W and A, A Aj = 
{V, W} (i Zj). Then we have: 
3.2. Corollary. Let X be a continuum which contains G(m). If m 3 2, then there is a 
Whitney map w for C(X) such that the m-sphere S m is homotopically dominated by 
w-‘(t) for some tE(O,w(X)). 
Proof. Let D* be a 2-cell and let G’ be a subset of D’ such that there is a 
homeomorphism h: G’+ G(m). Consider the following decomposition space 
X’= X u D2/-, 
COP 
which is obtained by identifying x and h(x) for each x E G’. 
By the proof of 3.1, there is a Whitney map W’ for C(X’) such that w&,‘,,,(t) is 
retract of w’-‘(t) for some t E (0, w(X)) and w &l,,,)(t) is homotopically equivalent 
to Sm. Let w = 0’1 C(X). Consider the map f = ri: w-‘(t)+ w,\,,(t) = w&‘m’(t)r 
where r: w’-‘(t) -+ wglm,( t) is a retraction and i: w-‘(t) + w’-‘(t) is the inclusion. 
Clearly, f is a retraction. This completes the proof. 0 
3.3. Corollary. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron and dim P 3 2. Then for 
each natural number m 2 2, there is a Whitney map w for C(P) such that the m-sphere 
S”ishomotopicallydominatedbyw~‘(t)forsomet~(O,w(X)).HenceFdw~’(t)~m. 
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3.4. Remark. In the statements of (3.2) and (3.3), the cases m =0 and m = 1 are 
not true. In fact, Rogers [20] proved that if X is a continuum with R’(X) = 0, then 
A’(6 (t)) = 0 for any Whitney map w for C(X) and t E [0, w(X)], where a’(X) 
denotes the 1st tech cohomology group of X. Also, it is known that the property 
of being shape l-connected is a Whitney property (see [9]). Hence the case m = 1 
is not true. Since every Whitney map w is a monotone map, the case m = 0 is not 
always true. 
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